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Nepal Agriculture Food Security Project (AFSP)
6TH CSO MISSION
May 9-14, 2014

REPORT

Executive Summary

The Mission was conducted by Mr. Raul Socrates Banzuela, the Alternate Asia CSO Representative
to the GAFSP Steering Committee last May 9-14, 2014, hosted by All Nepal Peasant Federation
Association (ANPFA). The key objective of the mission was to get updates on the Nepal Agriculture
and Food Security Project and the roles played by CSOs in project implementation. The mission
included review of literature; field visit to Bahjhang District and meetings with staff of District
Agricultural and Livestock Offices, sub-center, and farmer technician and farmer leaders; meetings
with leaders of CSOs which included ANPFA (All Nepal Peasant Federation Association), CSRC
(Community Self Reliance Center) and NLRF (National Land Rights Forum-Nepal) ; the Project Head,
FAO Team Leader, and the WB's Sr. Rural Development Specialist (co-TTL).

The Mission found the Project at its start up phase with both managers and implementers feeling
upbeat and excited that after three years, the project had eventually taken off and started the
learning stage. The key expected outcomes from the Project are: (i) increase in the productivity of
targeted crops; (ii) increase in the yield of targeted livestock products (milk, meat and eggs); (iii)
increase in proportion of pregnant and nursing mothers and children between 6-24 months’ age
adopting appropriate feeding practices

The highest project policy-making body, the Project Steering Committee, has been formed and had
met seven months ago, involving a representative each of the National Peasant Coalition and the
NGO Federation of Nepal. Key management staff at the central Project Management Unit in
Kathmandu was already on board, including the Project Director, the M and E officer deputized by
the Department of Agriculture Development as well as the FAO team leader and seven of his experts.
Regional Project Support Units in Surkhet and Dipayal were already established. National and
regional staff had undergone a project orientation-training course. Thirty-eight district level staff
were being hired. Project sites (ten VDCs each in the 19 districts) have already been selected based
on a set of 8 criteria. Two VDCs in each of the ten districts were already formed. The process of
recruitment of local NGOs/CBOs for hiring field level technicians and project facilitators was going to
be initiated by FAO as part of the technical assistance support. The Expression of Interest (EoI) has
not been published but would be done towards the end of June as agreed during the last supervision
mission of the World Bank. The total number of project facilitators to be hired is 190 (one person
per VDC) and total number of technicians is 190 (95 crop technicians and 95 livestock technicians;
one technician will serve farmers groups in two VDCs).

One Farmers Field School (FFS) with 25 members each was now being established in each of the
first 38 VDCs (two VDCs per district) with the view of expanding it to ten FFS per VDC or a total of
1900 FFS (covering some 47,500 beneficiaries) where technologies will be tested for adoption in five
years period or by the end of project. Two farmer technicians per FFS or a total of 3,800 FTs with an
honorarium of 300-400 rupees per session each would be tapped and deployed. A two-week
training for FFS facilitators and a Masters Trainers Training Course would be conducted.
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DIME's Impact Evaluation design has been completed. At the Bajhang District, both the livestock
and the agriculture offices in the district and the sub-center at Jootra in particular were waiting for
the two expert advisers coming from the National office. Both FAO and WB managers believed the
private sector project would complement the public sector funded AFSP, while the Project Manager
wanted to know more about the project and how complementation can happen.

Key issues found during the Mission included
1) the degree of inclusiveness of the CSO participation at the national Project Steering Committee
and at the district implementation levels- other farmers organizations who are independent,
unaligned to a political party are excluded still from the processes
2) the information gap between project managers and PO leaders re project implementation; -
major details of project implementation such as VDC selection criteria, which was important for
CSOs and
3) the need for inter-action between the current public sector project and the recent private sector
project funded through IFC/GAFSP.

Recommendations from the Mission include:

1. For the Project Steering Committee (PSC) and Management: to explore the inclusion in the PSC of
the voice of non-political party-aligned CSOs/Producers Organizations (PO) e.g., CSRC/NLRF, etc,
and to explore ways to ensure participation in the District Agriculture Coordinating Councils of both
the un-aligned and the aligned Producers Organizations and CSOs through possibly a systematic
CSO-PO profiling process. (Note: FAO in Bangladesh GAFSP public sector project did a profiling of
producers organizations operating at the national and regional levels.); and to explore whether
regular quarterly meetings as PAD mandates could help ensure the continuous flow of
communication among main stakeholders and to avoid information gap especially among FOs and
CSOs such as understanding the VDC selection criteria.

2. For the CSO-PO sector: to address issues of inclusion and accountability, through the
establishment of a broader and inclusive CSO/FO platform that maybe composed of MTCP2
participating FOs, NGO Federation of Nepal, National Peasant Coalition, other non-aligned FOs and
NGOs) where CSO/FO representatives in PSC generate inputs such as policies for inclusive policy
making and implementation, technical assistance, and monitoring and evaluation.

3. For key project managers, staff and CSOs: to (1) continue work at deepening and broadening
complementation of this project with other ODA projects in project sites, with the private sector
window project; (2) conduct activities to understand better the DIME IE process and content for
greater appreciation of its significance in the over-all development strategy in Nepal; and (3) to
conduct activities to present AFSP as important contribution of government and CSOs in the
celebration of International Year of Family Farming (IYFF), in partnership with the broader CSO-
Government mechanism spearheading the IYFF celebration in Nepal.

Introduction

The fifth and last GAFSP CSO mission was conducted in April 2013. Meanwhile, a new government
(Marxist-Leninist Party) has been installed in Nepal and 2014 is being celebrated globally as the
International Year of Family Farming. This 6th Mission, held on May 9-14, 2014 by the CSO
Alternate CSO representative to the GAFSP Steering Committee, assisted by ANPFA, aimed to get
updates on Nepal Agriculture and Food Security Project (AFSP) implementation and CSO
participation, identify key issues and propose recommendations to key stakeholders. The mission
included a review of literature, field visit to Bahjhang District and meetings with staff of District
Agricultural and Livestock Offices, sub-center head, farmer technician and farmer leaders; meetings
with leaders of CSOs-POs which included ANPFA and CSRC; the Project Head Shyam Poudel, FAO
Technical Assistance Team Leader Dr. Braja KP Shaha, and Supervising Entity, WB's Purna Chettri.

Findings

The Mission found the project to have finally taken off the ground and was then at the start up
phase.
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1) On Project Governance and CSO Participation. According to the Project Assessment
Document (PAD)1, the Nepal Agriculture and Food Security Project's Project Steering Committee will
be composed of eleven members coming from the Joint Secretaries of MoAD, NPC, MoF, MoFALD,
MoPH, Director Generals of DoA, DLS, DFTQC, ED of NARC, one representative each from the civil
society (NGO federation and peasants coalition) (emphasis supplied). It will be chaired by
the Secretary, MoAD and the PD of AFSP will be the Member Secretary of the PSC.

The current composition as designed is aligned with the GAFSP guidelines on participation of CSOs in
the Project Steering Committee2 (pls also see Annex 1)

According to PD Shyam Poudyal, the Project Steering Committee has already been formed and had
met seven months ago and would be meeting this month as the project moves to formulate detailed
plan for the coming project year (July 2014-June 2015). The National Peasant Coalition, a coming
together of three national peasant federations supported by the three major political parties
represents the producers organizations while the NGO Federation of Nepal represents the
CSOs/NGOs.

PD Syam Poudyal said that efforts were exerted to invite representatives of the National Peasant
Coalition in the districts especially in project consultations but they found it difficult to identify who
was representing the NPC in many districts. His impression was that while NPC at the national level
would have already clear names and agreements, it still needed to work agreements among the NPC
affiliate groups at the district level.

The ANPFA leader, Dr. Keshab Khadka, on the other hand, expressed happiness that the Project has
finally taken off after three years and that at the Project Steering Committee, producers’
organizations and CSO representatives sit as regular members. It must be understood that the
CSO/FO seats were not just given. It was a product of two years work among the FOs, especially
from the major national peasant federations affiliated with the three major political parties who have
come together as the National Peasant Coalition (NPC)3. Dr. Khadka, a leading figure in the
formation of the NPC, believed that the Project would need continuous national government support
to achieve its avowed objectives and the best way to do this was to get the three major national
federations supported by the three major political parties who routinely govern Nepal. Two years
ago, for example, it was the Maoist Party, which had majority. Now the Marxist Leninist Party, which
is the political party affiliation of ANPFA, the FO where Dr Khadka belongs to, is the leading political
party; and the current deputy Minister and Agriculture Minister are both leaders of ANPFA.

Inclusivity and accountability, however, remained two outstanding issues.

CSO Inclusivity. CSOs such as the Community Self-Reliance Center (CSRC) and its partner National
Land Rights Forum (NLRF)4 expressed that much as they desired to be involved in the AFSP process,
they felt they were not having the space. Two years ago, there was already agreement among CSOs
engaging in the GAFSP Project to include them in the process. They said that they had strong
presence in project sites especially among the landless farmers struggling for land rights. They
believed that it was very important that the land rights issue be considered by the Project and that
there partner landless farmer members/partners be among the project's partners. They wished the
leadership of both the CSOs currently engaging AFSP to include them in the process and for the
project steering committee and management to deal not only with the FOs aligned with the major
political parties but also to include those POs and CSOs that are party non-aligned.

1 PAD PP 50-51. The PSC will meet quarterly and will approve the project’s annual work plan and budget, monitor AFSP progress,
provide oversight and policy guidance, and resolve any outstanding issues. A primary focus of the PSC will be to facilitate inter-
agency cooperation to ensure achievement of the project’s development objectives. (PAD PP 50-51)
2 Annex 3 of GAFSP Project Development Guidelines states "Self-selected representatives of key stakeholders (including civil
society groups, farmer organizations and private sector) participate in the institutional/inter-ministerial co-ordination
arrangements with clearly identified roles in implementation. Representatives of key producers’ organization and CSOs should be
invited to be members of these committees from the outset and should designate their own representatives".

3 The formation of the NPC was one of the results of an IFAD supported project called Medium Term Cooperation Project Phase 1
(MTCP-1)
4 CSRC and NLRF are not only involved in land rights but also in sustainable agriculture projects in many of the project districts. They are affiliated
with the International Land Coalition and of the Asian Farmers Association. Thus, they have something to contribute to the attainment of project
objectives.
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CSO/PO Accountability. Since 2011, several CSOs/POs in Nepal generally committed to engage in
the GAFSP Project as expressed in the attendance and minutes of the annual
consultations/workshops/meetings conducted during CSO missions. They succeeded to get their
representatives in the Project Steering Committee. The other issue apart from inclusivity, however,
is the accountability mechanism. There has been no sustained interaction among those who decided
to engage in the GAFSP process to generate ideas for the PSC representatives' intervention in PSC
meetings. Nor a broader platform exists for the representatives to report decisions in the PSC
meeting. Now that the PSC will be meeting again soon, and a Call of Interest will soon be issued for
CSOs/POs to provide the technical assistance to the project, it is urgent for CSOs/POs to meet and
plan what can be the most important and urgent interventions they need to bring to the mechanism.
Meanwhile, IFAD, a GAFSP Steering Committee member, has funded the second Medium Term
Capability Program (MTCP2) to build capacities of national FO federations in policy engagement with
government and service delivery to members. An MTCP2 platform has also now been established in
Nepal, led by ANPFA, and the inclusion of some CSOs/FOs not aligned to political parties such as the
NLRF needs attention. Finally, a CSO-government platform to celebrate the 2014 as International
Year of Family Farming has also been set up in Nepal, with the CSOs led by the Central Tea Farmers
Cooperatives Federation.

2) On Management, FAO Experts, Task Team Leader, District Technical Advisers. Like any
other project, it will be made or broken by its Management and Expert consultants. Key staff
stationed at the newly acquired Project Management Office (the Project Director Shyam Poudyal and
Senior M and E Officer Mr. Shiva, deputized by the Department of Agriculture Development) and
eight experts from FAO office led by Dr. Braja KP Shaha were already on board at the Project
Management Unit in Kathmandu. PD Shyam as Project Director impressed this Mission over three
encounters with him as a project leader who knew his stuff, as someone who knew how to listen,
and put to action his words. The idea for example of getting CSOs and POs on board the PSC was
discussed with him two years ago and he was affirmative on the idea and now it has been fixed in
the PAD and CSOs and POs had started to participate in the highest policy making body of the
project. Mr. Shiva, on the other hand, as senior M and E officer, also impressed this Mission as a
serious but amiable senior officer who had livestock expertise behind him to track the developments
of deliverables in the various project components. His attending the meeting with the ANPFA leaders
and the way he responded to the questions raised was quite admirable, exhibiting "grace under
pressure".

Dr. Shaha and his seven experts (SLP, M and E, Agri, Livestock, Training, ESS Specialist, and
Women Nutrition) of FAO Nepal were now fully engaged. Asked on any developments, changes in
design according to current progress, he said, "...of course, we continue to learn". His impressive
academic and work experience5 now being applied to the Project revealed a Team Leader who could
inspire government and CSO workers to undertake the four-fold project deliverables/components.

The three leaders in NASFP Kathmandu office seemed to have exhibited healthy attitude towards
CSOs and Farmers Organizations, with Dr Shaha, in particular, responding to the question why the
project would be contracting out CSOs in the provision of technical assistance and why it would be
training more farmer technicians and less government workers, expressed that he considered
investment in capacity building on them as a social capital building, a generational and sustainability
project since they were the ones affected and grounded in target communities.

The WB Task team Leader for AFSP, Dr. Elliot Mghenyi, senior economist, has been active in
providing the support to ensure smooth implementation of this Project. Since taking over the
TTLship, Dr Mghenyi has already conducted one implementation support mission, one technical
mission, and several videoconferences. A second mission will begin from May 25, 2014.

Two Regional Project Support Units (RPSUs), one in Surkhet in the Mid West region and one in
Dipayal in the Far West Region, were also now established and staffed with Regional M and E officers.

National and regional level staff have undergone project orientation session in August 2013. Thirty-
eight district level technical advisers (one livestock and one crop/agri) were being hired for
deployment to the 19 districts. At the Bajhang District, both the livestock and the agriculture offices

5
Dr. Shaha has extensive track record in government service having been a former Secretary of Agriculture and responsible for the drafting of the

Food and Nutrition Agriculture Program and being consultants to several agri related projects. He had experience in veterinary med, diagnostic
pathology, agriculture economics, business management in Australia (1985) and in 29 years he took four courses such as agronomy, soil science,
pasture science, agri extension which he believed was now helping him in his work.
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in the district and the sub-center at Jootra in particular were waiting for the two expert advisers
coming from the National office.

3) Project Sites Selection. Site selection has always been a contentious issue in projects such as
these whose budget is not limitless. There are 78 districts in Nepal. One of the major strengths of
this project (when the Global Steering Committee was discussing its pros and cons) was the
selection of the midwest and far west regions of Nepal--considered the poorest and most neglected
regions. Nineteen districts in these regions were chosen. The project did not get any critic but rather
an expressed approval and affirmation from CSOs. In the 19 districts, not all of the VDCs could be
selected. It was in this context that the Project designers led by PD Poudyal came out with a set of
eight criteria as follows:

1) Concentration of households whose own production is sufficient for only up to three
months or less;
2) Number of farmers groups (crop + livestock) in the VDC;
3) Average holdings of cultivable agricultural farm-land per household
4) Percentage of irrigable farmland in the VDC (currently irrigated land plus land with
potential for irrigation)
5) Is the VDC classified as moderately food insecure or below consecutively for last 2 years?
6) Distance from road-head to the center of the VDC
7) Potential for goat production
8) Potential for dairy production

In the District Livestock Office in Bahjhang, staff remembered the selection criteria they used such
as, among others: remoteness, level of poverty measured through wealth ranking, willingness of the
community, and presence of farmer groups.

The VDC selection process was designed to be bottom up and participatory. The districts'
stakeholders were given the power to decide, based on the criteria set, the available data, the need
to maximize impact and learning process during the first year, and the consensus in plenary
deliberations. After agreeing on the criteria and the tool (pls see Annex 1.3), the PMU asked the 19
districts to select ten VDCs each after generating the scores. Participants to the scoring process
were the members of the District Agriculture Development Council6.

However, in a meeting with Mr. Shiva, Senior M and E Officer, several national ANPFA leaders raised
issues on the VDC selection criteria and process and in the district of Bhajang, a couple of leaders
were not as satisfied, expressing the ones selected for example in Bhajang were not the poorest nor
the remotest. Mr. Shiva responded to the ANPFA leaders that indeed there was a set of criteria used
and given these perceptions, it maybe because the selection criteria seemed not to have been
widely disseminated to and accepted by CSOs and Producers Organizations especially those
currently engaging AFSP at both national and district levels. Understandably so because they were
not involved in the first place in the designing of the selection process. It may be of interest to the
CSO and NPC representatives for the PSC to have a list of all CSO representatives who attended the
VDC selection process.

4) Pilots. Way back in the Project designing stage (see Mission 3 report), already Mr. Purna Chettri
of WB mentioned in 2011, that the first year of implementation would be a learning year to guide
succeeding years implementation. PD Shyam reported that the project concentrated its work for the
first year (July 2013-June 2014) on manageable number of pilots (two VDCs each of the 19 districts).
Four new VDCs would be added per district in July this year as the project scales up and the rest of
the four VDCs to be covered next year.

In the Bajhang district, Junior Technicians in both livestock and agriculture offices mentioned they
formed already three farmer groups (two livestock and one crop with each group having 25
members each) and another crop group, was in the process of being formed in the first two project
VDCs in the district. They were already working on a hatchery to produce some 3,000 chicks for
distribution to farmers groups where every farmer would receive 60 chicks. They planned to set up a
Chilling Center but it would be established through another project. They highlighted that the Project
should be able to help the poorest, the women and marginal groups.

6 Composed of two farmer group representatives: one male and one female selected among and by the farmer groups in the
district; trade and Commerce (1); officers from: District Agri Dev Office (1), the Livestock Devt (1), District Health Office (1);
District Development Office: Chief District Officer (civil service official)/Local Development Officer (second to Chief, manages all
development activities in the District) leads the DADC; and a CSO representative.
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.
The District Livestock Service Office (DLSO) Staff in Bahjhang said their expected output at the end
of the project was a five- time increase in milk production in cow (from 1-2 to 5-10 liters a day) and
two time increase in milk production in buffalo (from 5-6 to 10-12 liters a day). (The PAD was
more conservative in its targets, not more than a hundred percent on any of the neither livestock
nor crop) The main strategy they would utilize was Artificial Insemination using the better breeds
from other part of the country.

They were hopeful about the project given it would increase the number of district staff. Three
officers: livestock, agriculture, and health advisers would be sent by the central office to the district
to provide support to the project. They still didn't know the details of the selection of new personnel.
But they knew that two VDCs would have two technicians (one crop and one livestock) and each
VDC would have one community facilitator. They also knew that the District Livestock Office would
be the Project Office in the District. And the project would be implemented bottom-up.

At the District Agriculture Development Office (DADO), the Mission was met by three staff including
its head. They didn't know much about GAFSP but they knew a lot about the AFSP and were very
hopeful about it. Their target at end of project was to increase yield of maize, paddy, wheat and
potato by 20% through Farmer Field School. They already formed a Crop group and another group
was in the process of being formed. One Junior Technician (JT) informed the Mission team that all
the processes of AFSP were on-going but lacked manpower and they were waiting for the coming of
the officers from the central office.

5) CSOs as implementers.

The second component of the project, which was allotted more than half of the total project budget,
is technology dissemination and adoption7.

Two technical officers (one livestock, one agri and nutrition) to provide technical advice to some 20
farmer groups in two VDCs and one community facilitator to help form the farmer groups per VDC
would be hired in 19 districts or a total of 380 staff will be hired to serve a total of 190 VDCs
covering the 19 districts. These technical officers and community facilitators, however, will be hired
not by government agencies nor by the project office but by the NGOs/POs operating in the project
districts and won the tendering process. "...Formation and development of FG and FFS will be
supported by service providers/NGOs. (PAD page 15). The Call for Expression of Interest would soon
be issued by FAO.

In the 3rd mission report, an NGO operating in Karnali region (KIRCDAC) was profiled to
demonstrate capacity of NGOs to deliver. Just like in many other developing countries with heavy
challenges on government service delivery, NGOs and Farmers Organizations in Nepal have taken on
the role to fill the service provision gap. The current FAO Project Team Leader further viewed this
strategy of investing in NGOs/FOs operating at the district level as sustainable social capital building
especially if more investments were put to local farmers who were expected to stay in their
respective communities for good.

In the meeting with CSRC and ANPFA leaders, there had been no discussion on this development. It
seemed they were not aware that a Call of Interest would soon be issued and that it was important
for them to get involved and cooperate with others if possible, and compete, if necessary, especially
if they were operating in the project sites.

7 Component 2: Technology Dissemination and Adoption (US$26.812M)
This component will support the PDO by enabling farmers in the project area to adopt improved agricultural production
technologies and management practices (especially those developed and promoted under Component 1). The component has
three sub-components: (i) support for crop production (disseminating improved varieties and practices, including for local seed
production and kitchen gardens, on-farm water management support and farm level post harvest value addition); (ii) support for
livestock production (poultry in the mountain districts; meat and dairy goat and dairy cattle/buffalo in the mid-hill districts); (iii)
Institutional Strengthening for Extension and Outreach (strengthening and technically backstopping extension at VDC and
community levels, including capacity building of “lead” farmers and village resource persons for farmer-to-farmer learning).
Items to be financed under this component include farmer group identification and mobilization, small grants to farmers’ groups,
training for farmers and agricultural/livestock support service providers, organization of demonstrations through Farmer Field
Schools (FFSs), support to farmers for adoption of disseminated technologies. Formation and development of FG and FFS will be
supported by service providers/NGOs. Expected results from this component on the crop side are adoption of improved crop
varieties and practices by farmers and enhanced availability of good quality seed at the local level. On the livestock side, expected
results are adoption of improved breed of livestock and better husbandry practices, leading to increased production of meat (poultry and goat),
milk (goat, cattle and buffalo) and eggs. (PAD)
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6) DIME's Impact Evaluation design and Meaning

Except for a research institution to be contracted by DIME-WB, implementing CSOs were supposed
to not get involved in the external Impact Assessment, except to become source of information. The
DIME's IA design has already been completed last year and the document is readily available. It
may be important for CSOs to understand the content and methodology of the IA design, not only to
understand how eventually the project will be evaluated but also to participate actively in the
development theorizing process inherent in the DIME design. Going beyond the immediate project,
seeing the relation of the current project to the over-all development strategy in the food and
nutrition security sector of Nepal, maybe an important broadening perspective development workers
need to undertake.

Recommendations

1. For the Project Steering Committee (PSC) and Management

1.1 While already, the PSC of AFSP may be considered as among the most inclusive of the current
National Project Steering Committees of the GAFSP projects in 7 Asian countries, given the presence
of representatives from both the Farmers’ Organizations and the CSOs, as mandated by the GAFSP
guidelines, yet there may still be room for improvement and make it even more inclusive. This
mission invites the PSC and management to explore the inclusion in the PSC of the voice of non-
political party-aligned CSOs/Farmers’ Organizations (PO) e.g., CSRC/NLRC, etc, and to explore ways
to ensure participation in the District Agriculture Coordinating Councils of both the un-aligned and
the aligned Farmers’ Organizations and CSOs through possibly a systematic CSO-FO profiling
process. (Note: FAO in Bangladesh GAFSP public sector project did a profiling of farmers’
organizations operating at the national and regional levels.)

1.2. While one can easily understand that PSC meetings, while mandated by PAD to be called
quarterly, may not need to be called at all, given the lack of substantive agenda to discuss that may
warrant the time of PSC members, this Mission recommends regular quarterly meetings to ensure
continuous flow of communication and feedbacking among main stakeholders, to avoid information
gap especially among POs and CSOs such as understanding the VDC selection criteria, and to
surface implementation concerns and issues at field level.

1.3 Discussions during the field visit surfaced some differences in how government project
implementors and farmer leaders view what should be done

2. For the CSO-PO sector to address issues of inclusion and accountability

This Mission recommends the establishment of a broader and inclusive CSO/FO platform that maybe
composed of MTCP2 participating POs, NGO Federation of Nepal, National Peasant Coalition, other
non-aligned POs and NGOs, where CSO/FO representatives in PSC generate inputs such as policies
for inclusive policy making and implementation, technical assistance, and monitoring and evaluation.

3. For key project managers, staff and CSOs

3.1 to continue work at deepening and broadening complementation of this project with other ODA
projects in project sites, with the private sector window project;

3.2 to conduct activities to understand better the DIME IE process and content for greater
appreciation of its significance in the over-all development strategy in Nepal; and

3.2 to conduct activities to present AFSP as important contribution of government and CSOs in the
celebration of International Year of Family Farming (IYFF), in partnership with the broader CSO-
Government mechanism spearheading the IYFF celebration in Nepal.

Submitted: June 17, 2014

Annexes
Nepal Mission Report
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May 9-14, 2014

ANNEX 1:
Quality of Participation Guidelines (or Annex 3 of GAFSP Guidelines)

Annex 3
Quality of Participation Guidelines

These guidelines will be used by the Technical Advisory Committee to assess the extent to
which the country investment plans (section 1.6 and 1.7 of Annex 1) and GAFSP proposals
(section 2.3 and 2.8 of Annex 1) were developed in a participatory manner. These guidelines
are intended to be used by governments and supervising entities to finalize and implement
GAFSP supported projects and ensure regular, sustained, inclusive, and meaningful
participation of relevant actors.

Key Element
and Indicators

Means of Verification

1. Participation is inclusive/representative Description in proposal and/or
documents such as:

- Key actors are identified and representatives of each
sector are allowed to self-select who will represent them in the
participatory processes.
- All interests/sectors connected with food security are
invited to participate (e.g. women, smallholder producers,
CSOs, private sector, public sector institutions, technical
experts, donors, and others).
- Particular attention has been paid to ensure the voice
and participation of small-scale producers.
- Participation opportunities also include stakeholders
from outside the capital.

- Description of selection
criteria and details about how
actors were selected to be
included in the country proposal.
- Lists of participants in key
meetings.
- Invitations and meeting
announcements.

2. Participation is well planned and more than a one-off
activity

Description in proposal and/or
documents such as:

- There is an agreed process for scheduling and
organizing participation. The decision making process, roles
and responsibilities of actors are clearly defined ahead of
opportunities for participation; and announcements of
opportunities for participation are communicated widely in
advance to ensure broad participation.
- Self-selected representatives of key stakeholders
(including civil society groups, farmer organizations and
private sector) participate in the institutional/inter-ministerial
co-ordination arrangements with clearly identified roles in
implementation. Representatives of key producers’
organization and CSOs should be invited to be members of
these committees from the outset and should designate their
own representatives.
- Consultations and opportunities for participation are
provided regularly throughout development of the agriculture
and food security strategy, the investment plan and the GASFP
proposal.
- There are specific plans and platforms to ensure
participatory processes during implementation.

- Documents outlining
agreed process endorsed by key
actors, defining roles and stating
who is responsible.
- CAADP Post Compact
Review for African Countries,
independent technical review
report for non-African countries.
- Evidence that the
government is addressing the
recommendations concerning
stakeholder involvement from the
CAADP Post Compact review (for
African countries) and from the
independent technical reviews (for
non-African countries [see Annex
2])
- Invitations and meeting
announcement.

3. Participation is meaningful and transparent Description in proposal and/or
documents such as:

- Participation opportunities employ methodologies to
ensure equal voice of men and women, and of smallholder
farmers.
- Dissenting voices are accepted and recorded.
- Minutes of meetings are recorded, provided to the

- TOR, methodology, and
agenda endorsed by stakeholders.
- (CAADP Post Compact
Review for African Countries).
- Meeting reports and
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participants and disseminated broadly.
- Support is provided to enable broad participation of
key stakeholders in consultation, implementation and for
capacity building.

distribution lists.
- Description and/or
documentation outlining in-kind,
financial or donor resources
available to support consultation
implementation and for capacity
building.

4. Participation impacts project design and
implementation

Description in proposal and/or
documents such as:

- There is evidence of meaningful participation by key
actors in the planning and implementation of the agriculture
and food security strategy, the investment plan and the GASFP
proposal.
- There is evidence that the agriculture and food security
strategy, the investment plan and the GASFP proposal are
responsive to gender concerns.
- There is evidence that input received from all actors
involved in participatory processes was reflected in the
investment plan and in the GASFP proposal.
- There is ownership/broad political support for the
agriculture and food security strategy, for the investment plan
and for the GASFP proposal.

- Documentation from
independent, self-selected civil
society/stakeholders that provides
an analysis and evaluation of the
design and impact of the
consultation process organized by
the government.

Annex 2. Minutes of Meetings

a. May 7: Meeting with Host. 7-9 PM. Marshyangdi Hotel

Dr. Keshab Khadka introduced Gokarna Gyawali, an Anthropology professor in a University and a
colleague in ANPFA, who will join the Mission. Keshab said that after three years the project has now
started. NGOs in the regions were happy it started but not yet fully happy with their participation.
Now that CSOs are represented in the Project Steering Committee, they looked forward to their
participation at the district level, in the area of implementation, monitoring and evaluation. CSOs sit
in the Project Steering Committee, one representing the National Peasant Coalition and the other,
representing the NGO Federation of Nepal, Sharmila Karki.

b. Meeting with ANPFA Leaders (9 May 2014 1-3 PM ANPFA Office)

Mr Shiva, Senior Monitoring and Evaluation Officer working directly with the Project Director Mr.
Shyam Poudel, presented updates of the project. ANPFA leaders then raised issues after the
presentation and which Mr. Shiva responded.

Mr Shiva reported that GAFSP committed 46.5 million and the Nepal government 11.5 million USD
for the 5-year project, a coordinated work of three government agencies such as the Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of Livestock and the Ministry of Health. WB was the Supervising Entity (SE) and
FAO providing Technical Assistance. There would be three staff, one from each component, will be
deployed in each of the 19 districts already selected. The project would focus on eight of the 19
districts: 5 in Kharnali regions and Bahjhan, Basura and Darsula in Jagarkot. The project had four
components such as Technology Development and Adaptation, Technology Dissemination and
Adoption, Nutrition Security, and Project Management

Box 1:
Brief Profile of the Nepal Agriculture and Food Security Project

Government of Nepal
Ministry of Agriculture Development

Agriculture and Food Security Project-AFSP
Presented by Mr. Shiva and translated from Nepali to English by Gokarna Gyawali

1. Project Period: 2013-2018
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2. Total budget : 58 Million US Dollars (46.5 foreign aid and 11.5 government of Nepal)

3. Project Area :
Midwestern devt. Region ( 12 districts)- Jumla, Dolpa, Humla, Kalikot, Mugu, Rukum, Rolpa,

Pyuthan, Salyan, Surkhet, Dailekh and Jajarkot.

Farwestern Devt. Region (7 districts)-Bajang, Bajura, Baitadi, Dadeldhura, Doti, Darchula and
Achham.

10 Village Development Committees each of district and total 190 VDCs

4. Project Period
Starting period-2069/2070
End period-2073/2074

5. Areas of the project
There are four areas of this project:

5.1. Technology Development and Adaptation :
Agriculture Seed- 17 new seeds and 700 metric tons of seeds will be produced on
that period
Animal service-8 improved animals ; 6,000 improved goats and 3,000 chicks will
be distributed in the project area

5.2. Technology expansion and dissemination - aid for seed and animal production
Seed replacement rate will be 6-16%

Seed production rate-30%

Animal production rate-75%

Farmers field school- 48,000 families

 seed production - 19,000 families and

 animal production-43,750 families.

5.3. Improvement in food and nutrition
Community based grain banks and inter-household food exchanges programmes

Participation of women and marginal peoples

5. 4. Project Management
Distribution of tools, instruments and specialists services. Formulation, implementation

evaluation and monitoring the project.

6. Project management office
1. District agriculture development office
2. District livestock office
3. District nutrition office (health)

7. Project implementation
Farmers group - each district there will be 80 farmers groups and programme will be based
on the needs of community.
For more information - www.afsp.gov.np Email- info@afsp.gov.np

.

Two Project Supervising Units (PSUs) have been established: one in Surket and the other in Dipayal
to oversee operations of District PSUs. Ten Village Development Centers (VDCs) have been selected
already in each of the 19 districts with a Livestock and an agriculture technician to take care of two

../../../../../AppData/Local/Temp/notes6BEA6D/www.afsp.gov.np
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VDCs and a community facilitator to take care of one VDC each. The agri technician will take care of
the Farmer Field Schools. VDCs may have a thousand families more or less. So there will be a total
of 380 field staff: 190 technicians and 190 community facilitators that are in the process of being
recruited. 1900 groups will be formed with 25 members each. For Nutrition Security, every farmer
beneficiary will be encouraged to set up a garden and every VDC a community-based grain bank.
Staff at the Project Management Unit and FAO Technical Assistance Unit are already in place.

ANPFA leaders coming from different districts expressed their views on the project and raised some
issues. They said that focus must be on acquisition of local seeds and breeds. But Shiva did not
agree. He believed importation is needed to improve the breeds of the different crops. One
expressed concern about the plan of the project to distribute goat milk. Culturally, Nepalis only drink
buffalo milk and not goat milk. Many insisted on bottom-up participation of farmers and raised the
issue of VDC selection criteria. One expressed that they were involved in the formulation of project
but didn't know much about the process afterwards. Another demanded that 10% of budget to be
set aside for training of farmers. The discussion ended with one saying that they will report to the
parliament the discussions here.

May 10-12 Visit to Bhajhang District (pls see Annex 4: Attendance)
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The mission members (Soc and Gokarna)
were accompanied by Rabindra Bam: Chair
of ANPFA Bhajhan district, and by
Dhirendra Mala: Leader of ANPFA in Rayel
VDC, Bajhang. Gokarna acted as
translator.

In Bhajhang, the Mission met a total of 20
persons. The mission visited the District
Agriculture office and met with six staff
and in the District Livestock Agriculture
office, three staff. The Mission visited a
sub-center and met with the Sub-center
Coordinator. The Mission also met with the
families of Rabindra and Dhirindhra and
interviewed a farmer Technician.

At the District Livestock Development
Office, the mission was met by 6 staff, all
male. The head of the Office was on a
mission outside the District. The Mission
team was given updates, as follows.

Launch. The project was already launched
last year in two VDCs in the District as
focus areas for this year. Shyam Poudyal
and Purna Chettri came and attended the
Launch.

Group Formation. Two farmer groups in
two VDCs were already formed, 25
members each group, as focus for this
year.

Technology Dissemination. They were
already working on a hatchery to produce
some 3,000 chicks for distribution to
farmers groups where every farmer would
receive 6 chicks. They planned to set up a
Chilling Center but it would be established
through another projects.

VDC Selection Process: the ten VDCs in the
District were chosen by the District
Agriculture Development Council composed
of: Two farmer group representatives: one
male and one female selected among and
by the 500 farmer groups in the district;
trade and Commerce (1); officers from:
District Agri Dev Office (1), the Livestock
Devt (1), District Health Office (1); District
Development Office: Chief District Officer
(civil service official)/Local Development
Officer (second to Chief, manages all
development activities in the District) leads
the DADC; CSO representative. The VDC
selection criteria include: remoteness, level
of poverty measured through wealth
ranking, willingness of the community, and
presence of farmer groups.

Logistics. The Admin Officer expressed that
this project must help improve the

BHAJHANG DISTRICT of NEPAL

Bajhang is the district which lies in the far western
development region of Nepal and 660-km far from
Kathmandu. It is one of the beautiful places with
snowy mountains like Saipal Himal (7031m),
Sankhamala Himal, Lama Himal, and Ramkot Danda
along with Seti River Velley. Chainpur is the district
headquarters of Bajhang. It has various animals as
well as plants and regarded as the most fertile land in
comparison to the other neighboring districts. Some
other information are listed on following points:

1. Population (According to 2011 national
census)

Total House holds: 33786
Male: 92,974
Female: 102,365
Total population: 195,159
Active population: 55.71%
Population growth rate: 1.61

2. Food sufficiency rate
Food sufficiency for 3 month-33.69%
Food for 6 month-41.32%
Food for 9 month-14.71%
Food sufficiency for 12 month-6.28%
Landless-4%

3.Land distribution pattern
Less than 0.1 hecter-1446 family
0.1-0.5-16477 hectare Family
0.5-1 hecter-6535
1-3 hectare -2931
3-5 hectare -119
Above 5 hectare -0

4.Farmers Group
Male farmer group-44
Female farmer group-31
Male and female both group-185

5. Packet areas
1. Buffalo farming-luyanta, matela, deulekh,
dangaji and kailash
2. Cow farming -rithapata, kamalseri,
bhairabnath, parakatne and kafalseri
3. Goat farming-daulichaur, datola,
bhatekhola, luyanta, baysi, kalukheti,
damena, chainpur, majhigau, sainpasela,
parakatne, rithapata, deulekh and lekgau
4. Ship farming-kada, malbisauni, rilu, masta
and dahbagar

6. Farmer groups
Animal Female Male Mixed
Cow 9 - 6

Buffalo 6 3 31

Goat 3
4

51

Pig - 1
Sheep - 11 5
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building/infrastructure because they were already congested.

Project Bias: there were two sub-center technicians who said that the Project should help the
poorest, the women and marginal groups.

.
Target and Strategy. The expected output at the end of the project was that the increase in yield
per farmer would be five times in milk production in cow (from 1-2 to 5-10 liters a day) and two
times in buffalo (from 5-6 to 10-12 liters a day). The main strategy was through Artificial
Insemination using the better breeds from other part of the country.

Staffing: They were hopeful about the project given it would increase their current 40 staff to 70.
Three officers: livestock, agriculture, and health advisers would be sent by the central office to the
district to provide support to the project. They still didn't know the details of the selection of new
personnel. But they knew that two VDCs would have one crop, one livestock technician and one VDC
would have one community facilitator. They also knew that the District Livestock Office would be
the Project Office in the District. And the project would be implemented bottom-up.

At the District Agriculture Office, the Mission was met by four staff including its head. They
didn't know much about GAFSP but they knew about the NASFP and were very hopeful about it.
Their target at end of project was to increase yield of maize, paddy, wheat and potato by 20%
through Farmer Field School. They already formed a Crop group and another group was in the
process of being formed. One Junior Technician (JT) informed the Mission team that all the
processes of AFSP were on-going but lacked manpower and they were waiting for the coming of the
officers from the central office.

At the Jootra Sub-center, the Team Leader/junior technician: Rajendra Bhattrai
gave data on sub-center. He expressed that for the project to succeed: 1) budget, seeds and
fertilizers should come on time; and 2) several other projects in the VDC currently being
implemented (USAID, GIZ, Community Integrated Project, Suhara=Good Food, Nepali NGO) should
be working in complementation with the NASF project.

Meeting with a Farmer Technician: Bishnu Bista. He already formed two farmer groups in the
field, trained them in FFS: in classroom for theories and in field for practical knowledge. He got
60,000 NRupees per year, and he managed all the activities with that including transport, food, and
papers. He was very happy with his job especially when he saw improvement in the productivity of
the farmers. His message to the Prime Minister: Program must be focused on farmers groups and if
government allocates more budgets for farmers' seeds and fertilizers on time that would be very
helpful.

Meeting with the families of Rabindra and Dhirindhra. Rabindra had four children and his wife
was a primary school teacher who took care of an inherited farm (around a hectare) with a cow and
a buffalo. No one among his four children wanted to be a farmer. Rabindra visited often Dhangadhi,
where his son had a house and there he led the ANPFA activities in the District. Dhirindhra on the
other hand had four school children and like Rabindhra, it was his wife that took care of the farms (a
couple of parcels, some two hectares) near the river. They planted wheat and vegetables in the
terraced area and expressed that irrigation system was a problem. His wife and children also took
care of the buffalo and the cow. Dhirindhra took off-farm jobs to supplement farm income such as
being a contractor of government infrastructure projects. Both Rabindra and Dhirindhra's marriage
were arranged by their parents but said this practice is now waning. Dhirindhrra's sons and
daughters wanted to be doctors also like Rabindhrra's and no one wanted to be a farmer. Dhirindhra
himself said it was very difficult to earn as a farmer. But the wife/mother said she was happy being
a farmer because everything can be found in her farm.

Their comments on the project zeroed in on VDC selection. They heard about the selection criteria
but observed that all VDCs selected in Bajhang were located by the road and for them were not the
poorest and remotest. They also wondered how thoroughly the district agriculture office understood
the GAFSP project and expressed concern that the selected two staff were not farmers expressing
belief that two technicians and one farmer technician should be selected from the farmer groups and
these staff should be new-hires. Dirindhra in particular expressed that budget should be allocated
for irrigation and seed production.
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Gokorna Gyawli (gokarna256@gmail.com), Anthropology Professor commented at the end
of the Mission that this project must focus on the farmer groups from below to top, on their
awareness and interest. “If we distribute milk goat, we will have problems. Farmers do not drink
goat milk. It is outside of their culture. Project should be based on farmers’ attitude and needs.
Distribution of goats for example, they will eat the meat and not drink milk. Every family should
have a toilet. But the cultural belief is that only men should use the toilet. Because, male and female
cannot use the same toilet. Female members of the family, especially for un-schooled families - go
somewhere out in the field” to defecate.

May 13 IS. Meeting with CSOs: Gokarna of ANPFA and CSRC
Discussed updates and agreed that Gokarna will talk to ANPFA's Dr. Keshab Khadka to invite NLRF in
MTCP2 and get its active participation; likewise to invite it to join the National Peasant Coalition that
engages the GAFSP Project.

May 13 PM: Meeting with Shyam Poudyal, Project Director, PMU Office, and Kathmandu

Mr. Shyam Poudel reviewed updates generated at the governance and implementation levels,
stressed on the process of VDC selection including showing the tools used, technical assistance and
his view on Probiotech.

The project started last year to focus on two VDCs per district as learning areas and would add four
new VDCs in July this year as the project scales up and the rest of the four VDCs to be covered next
year. National and Regional-level project orientations were held in August 2013, three technical
officers for livestock, crop and nutrition for two VDCs including a community facilitator per VDC
would be hired in 19 districts.

VDCs were selected on the basis of eight criteria (see annex) and tools such as WFP's food self-
sufficiency data. Efforts were made not to choose same areas where USAID Feed the Future project
operates (they operate in 11 of the 19 districts of ASF with similar food security objectives).

On CSO participation in the Project Steering Committee, the National Peasant Coalition, a coalition
of three major national peasant federations backed by three major political parties, had one seat
and the NGO Federation of Nepal led by Sharmila Kharki sat to represent the NGOs. It had its
meeting seven months ago and another meeting would be called in May. Efforts were exerted to
invite representatives of the National Peasant Coalition in the districts especially in project
consultations but it was difficult to know who was representing the NPC in many districts. Meanwhile
the Project Technical Coordination Committee coming from various ministries had been meeting
more often (monthly). 4 Million USD had already been released by WB for the project. 57 staff of the
District Offices, seven staff in the Central offices and two from the PMO were already on Board.

The process of recruitment of local NGOs/CBOs for hiring field level technicians and project
facilitators is going to be initiated by FAO as part of the technical assistance support. The EoI has
not been published but would be done towards the end of June as agreed during last supervision
mission of the World Bank. The total number of project facilitators to be hired is 190 (one person
per VDC) and total number of technicians is 190 (95 crop technicians and 95 livestock technicians;
one technician will serve farmers groups in two VDCs).

One Farmers Field School with 25 members each was now being established in each of the first 38
VDCs (two VDCs per district) with the view of expanding it to ten FFS per VDC or a total of 1900 FFS
(covering some 47,500 beneficiaries) where technologies will be tested for adoption in five years
period or by the end of project. Two farmer technicians per FFS or a total of 3,800 FTs with an
honorarium of 300-400 rupees per session each would be tapped and deployed. A two-week
training for FFS facilitators and a Masters Trainers Training Course would be conducted.

MEETING with Dr. Braja KP Shaha, FAO Team Leader, (13 May 2014, PMU Office)

Seven personnel/specialists (SLP, M and E, Agri, Livestock, Training, ESS Specialist, and Women
Nutrition) were already on board. The FAO Team Leader himself had extensive track record in
government service having been a former Secretary of Agriculture and responsible for the drafting
of the Food and Nutrition Agriculture Program and being consultants to several agri related projects.
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His office's approach would mainly be backstopping implementation to ensure implementers are
knowledgeable and horizontal and vertical linkages are forged. His office would be drafting
guidelines, provide tool kits as part of technical assistance work. They would also establish a good
MIS at different management levels, finalizing indicators, ensuring the contribution of the project to
Ban Ki Moon's hunger eradication agenda.

Food and Nutrition Security involves addressing issues of malnutrition, stunting, underweight,
anemia, mother and infant mortality. This project assumes strong collaboration among line agencies
especially with Ministry of Health in tracking and improving lives of below 2 year olds through 1)
home based vegetable gardens, 2) access to organic nutritious food such as rural poultry through
egg production to ensure protein's availability, 3) daily availability to farmers of some 30 grams of
animal protein, 300 grams of milk and vegetable protein sources.

Sustainable Livelihood Program designs and prepares guidelines on: selection of local grains
fortified with essentials; going back to agri- based nutrition, to 12 local foods, to ensure food
diversity, to develop menus such as pancakes from millets, buckwheat; organizing food festivals in
schools in partnership with the Department of Education and Food Control and Quality Department;
establishing menu, nutrients and food safety labels determining which food were safe to consume;
transferring messages through FFS (with every VDC having 5-10 FFS).

On Technology development and adaptation. NARC would be doing all research on variety and it
would do it in field to include: grain selection, irrigation, IPM. It would have its seed production unit,
seed and grain banks where post harvest technology such as airbags (tested already) for harvesting
and storing. In preparing meals: how much to grind so nutrients are not lost? How do we fortify food
with other tasty ingredients to suit food taste e.g. corn and egg= toti bread for pregnant moms. We
would measure growth weight monthly, the BMI of pregnant moms, the color of their eyes to
determine anemia. We would use as baseline, DOH samples.

On social mobilizers/project personnel: There would be 380 field staff, 57 support staff, and seven
at FAO unit, the Project Director and the M and E Officer. Some 300-400 data collectors will be
contracted. Local NGOs will be contracted to develop local capacity, possibly one NGO one district.
Their TORs would include 15% overhead cost to minimize all conflicts vertically and horizontally.
Transparency and performance will be exacted from them. Frontline staff would receive around
25,000-30,000 rupees monthly. They would undergo quarterly training. Leadership quality and
social capital will be developed. “We would move our training from TOT to Master TOTs. Much of the
training would be on field. We would just be like a watchdog, not the boss and we would be
encouraging learning by doing. We would invest most of our training funds to the farmers
themselves who would be staying in the community for good. We believe that if we change our
approach, there would also be a corresponding change in the results.

“The FFS training technologies we use should result to adoption of best variety, better yield, better
nutrition. The extension psyche is that using FFS, adoption is 60% vis-a-vis 40% for casket
classroom training. We monitor quarterly inputs”.

Dr. Shaha believes that his 29-year experience in veterinary medicine, diagnostic pathology,
agriculture economics, business management in Australia (1985) and four courses in agronomy, soil
science, pasture science, agri extension is now helping him in his work.

Asked about GMO, he said he accepted it with certain degree of skepticism.

Dr. Shaha has a healthy attitude towards the Probiotic Limited being funded by IFC. Probiotics in
contrast to anti-biotic according to him were essential microbes that enhance nutritional values. The
manufacturing of probiotic feeds may help our farmers and enhance nutrition of users.

On prospects of Cooperatives: The vision was that there should be one cooperative in every VDC
and they get federated at the district level. These agri-cooperatives may graduate later to
commodity-based cooperatives with 10-12 specializations per district.

On social capital building for agriculture. This project saw the coming generation (kids) and must be
able to introduce even on a pilot basis an agri-based curriculum in all high schools.

MEETING WITH MR. PURNA CHETTRI, WORLD BANK, NEPAL
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The Agriculture Food Security Project (AFSP) is progressing well. The visiting Team made sure the
process of consultation was iterative and key people were met. CSOs would always come in the
consultations we conducted and shared their views.

The Nepal Agriculture Research Council (NARC) had already hired and deployed eight staff in its field
stations had developed work plans and budget. FAO's inception planning workshop was slated to
take place on May 26. The Mission Team learned that World Bank’s second implementation support
mission was to begin from the 26 of May which would comprise of FAO experts from its regional and
Nepal offices, WB team and staff members from NARC, DoLS and AFSP Project Management Unit.

Year one was basically a planning year involving staff recruitment and deployment, setting up the
PMU office and developing MoUs with the partners such as the Department of Health, NARC and FAO.
Being multi-sectoral, the Project Director must maintain intensive contact and coordination with key
partners. Hence, the PMU office has been established in Kathmandu.

The WB Task team Leader for AFSP, Dr. Elliot Mghenyi, senior economist, has been active in
providing the support to ensure smooth implementation of this Project. Since taking over the
TTLship, Dr Mghenyi has already conducted one implementation support mission, one technical
mission, and several videoconferences. A second mission will begin from May 25, 2014.

A WB representative attended the Project Steering Committee of AFSP at the Ministry of Agriculture
Development where the need to articulate an exit strategy for the project was emphasized. The WB
representative also visited project districts to get a sense out of what project districts are like. “We
were able to identify the key players engaged in AFSP project area and articulate strategy to
promote greater coordination to avoid duplication of work and increase synergy. We also noted that
USAID funded project - KISAN - was also being implemented in 11 of the 19 districts supported by
AFSP.

“We took interest in finding out how the Village Development Committees (VDCs) were selected. The
Team learned that AFSP had engaged the District Agriculture Development Committees in order to
select the VDCs to avoid overlapping between projects. The Team discovered that participants in the
VDC selection process in the three districts were: 1) informed of the criteria for VDC selection; 2)
worked on the data; and 3) selection was done in plenary where key partners and players were
invited.

“Eight months ago, the AFSP and KISAN were jointly launched by the Ministry of Agriculture,
attended by senior officials, from Secretary, Joint Secretary, US Ambassador in Nepal to WB Country
Manager among many others dignitaries. This clearly demonstrates the initiative taken by the
government to ensure donor coordination.

“To explore opportunities to generate synergy the Team attended monthly Donor Group meeting
comprised of ADB, SNV, DFID, JICA, WFP, USAID, among others. We would like to be able to
contribute in coordinated implementation of project activities, in addition to ensuring that
technologies promoted are those that have already been tested and proven. The Project Director of
AFSP seems to be very clear on this and has assured us of his utmost collaboration. We are of the
opinion that the project is in good hands. AFSP is being implemented in logistically challenged
districts in the hills and mountains of Nepal and therefore the project need to be flexible, and remain
innovative.

“On FFS. Master Trainer has already been recruited which will now contribute to adding quality;
ensuring targets are met and instituting robust data collection and reporting mechanism. The
potential to collaborate with partners alike will be further explored during the inception workshop on
26th May in Kathmandu.

“On Probiotic Limited project, financed by IFC/GAFSP, WB would ensure there is coordination with
AFSP. IFC and WB were in the same building in Nepal. But there was a need to distinguish economic
from food security projects.

Annex 3. Instruction to fill the VDC selection matrix
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Agriculture and Food Security Project (AFSP)

1. Fill in all the column with either 1 or 0 based on following guidelines

a) Concentration of households whose own production is sufficient for only up to three
months or less

 Already filled in (or will be provided by PMU) – based on DAG score
b) Number of farmers' groups (crop + livestock) in the VDC

 Put 1 if number of groups is equal to or more than average number of farmers'
group per VDC in the district

 Put 0 if number of groups is less than average number of farmers' group per
VDC in the district

c) Average holdings of cultivable agricultural farm-land per household
 Put 1 if Average holdings of cultivable agricultural farm-land per household is

equal to of more than average holding of cultivable agricultural farm-land in the
district

 Put 0 if Average holdings of cultivable agricultural farm-land per household is
less than average holding of cultivable agricultural farm-land in the district

d) Percentage of irrigable farmland in the VDC (currently irrigated land plus land with
potential for irrigation)

 Put 1 if percentage of irrigable farmland in the VDC is 50% or more of total
cultivable agricultural farm-land

 Put 0 if percentage of irrigable farmland in the VDC is less than 50% of total
cultivable agricultural farm-land

e) Is the VDC classified as moderately food insecure or below consecutively for last 2 years?
 Already filled in (or will be provided by PMU) – based on NeKSAP score

f) Distance from road-head to the center of the VDC
 Put 1 if distance from road-head to the center of the VDC is equal to or less than

1 day walk
 Put 0 if distance from road-head to the center of the VDC is more than 1 day

walk
g) Potential for goat production

 Put 1 if yes
 Put 0 if no

h) Potential for dairy (cattle and/or buffalo) production
 Put 1 if yes
 Put 0 if no

2. Add value of all columns in the extreme right column
3. Sort VDCs on descending order on the basis of value of the total (extreme right) column
4. Select the VDCs from number 1 to 10 for AFSP interventions
5. Since project will hire one crop and livestock technician for two VDCs, try to select adjoining

VDCs in two to three clusters.
6. Baseline data collection (by DIME using New Era firm) and phasing plan for implementation

will be done after the selection of VDC from DADC.

Annex 4: VISIT MAY 10-12, 2014 Bhajhang District (Attendance)

NAME POSITION

District Livestock Service Office (DLSO)

Bal Bahadur Khadka P.A.

Balmiki Prasad Josli Veterinary Technician
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Karn Badur Khadka Livestock Technician

Rukum B Bist Accountant

Shankar Kami Assistant Livestock Officer

Rasam Garjamagar Assistant Livestock Technician

District Agriculture Development Office

Man Bahadur Khadka H.D.

Khumba Raj Joshi Junior Technician

Madan Raj Joshi Junior Technician

With Rabindra, Dhirindra, Soc and Gokarna

Annex 5: Program of the Mission Visit

Date Activity
May 7 Mtg with Host: Keshab Karki Gokarna Gwayli
May 9 Mtg with ANPFA leaders and Representative of Global Agriculture

and Food Security Project

May 10-12 Travel to an area in Bahjhan district
-Discussion with members of ANPFA
-Courtesy call, updates with local authorities (Agriculture,
Livestock)

May 13
AM

PM

Meeting with CSOs (ANPFA AND CSRC)

Courtesy call with Project Director of AFSP and FAO Team Leader
May 14 PM Meeting WB Purna Chettri


